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DESCRIPTION
Discovery Park Cradle Mountain is within land managed by Parks and Wildlife Service and currently has
facilities for up to 400 patrons, consisting of 66 van sites, 34 cabins, 18 dorm rooms (72 beds, 2 bunk houses
(16 beds). The site also contains a reception office/shop, managers residence, 2 camp kitchens, amenities
block and several maintenance buildings.
Proposed extension of facilities includes revision of the entry area, extension of the reception /residence
area, and 2 shipping containers for office/ cafe/information. A total of 122 new sites are also proposed: 51
new van sites (40 powered, 11 unpowered), 71 new cabins, 1 new amenity block and 1 new camp kitchen.
10 existing sites will be lost giving a proposed total of 230 sites. Current visitor accommodation is around
400 patrons and that will increase to around 800 under full development. The proposal includes additional
parking and entry and internal modifications to the reception building, including removal of existing
residential use. The redevelopment will also include a 2 bed room managers residence, and 2 new storage
sheds, with the one adjacent to the reception areas to replace existing shed.

The existing sites are built around a network of mainly one way roads with access limited by boom gates
operated by an entry code. The single-entry access gate is around 130m from Cradle Mountain Road. The
site is serviced by a number of fire hose reels/hydrants around the sites. The area is forested with occasional
small clearings. The majority of accommodation units are under tree canopy and as such within Flame Zone.
Proposed accommodation units will be similarly located.
Cradle Mountain Wilderness Village is to the east, Cradle Mountain Hotel is located to the north, with a
forested private holding on the western portion of the northern boundary.
This report deals predominately with the proposed cabins, van sites in the southern portion are not
specifically addressed.

VISITOR NUMBERS

The current accommodation at Discovery Parks Cradle Mountain has the capacity for around 400 patrons in
either accommodation units or van parking sites. This capacity will double with planned developments.
Based on bookings, total patron numbers for the 2019 financial year were 43,536, with 50% of those in the
December to March period. That equates to an average of 180 patrons per day over the bushfire season.
Forward predictions anticipate that reaching 360 by FY 2026 as the development of additional
accommodation is completed.
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Cradle Mountain area has visitor numbers in the order of 220,000 per year with an expectation of continued
growth. That equates to an average 600 new people per day, and likely to be at least 900 per day in peak
season and visitors are likely to be in the Valley for multiple days. Therefore, it is quite likely more than
2,000 visitors and staff may be at risk in the event of a bushfire threatening Cradle Valley.

BUSHFIRE RISK AND MITIGATION MEASURES
VEGETATION AND SLOPE

The site and land to the west and south is predominately wet E. delagatensis forest in with vegetation to the
northwest is mapped as dry E. delagatensis that contains significant proportion of wetter understorey.
Rainforest (myrtle) occurs immediately west of the central portion of the development site, with a dam
adjacent to the central western section. Land to the north west is a mosaic of forest and open plains. The
land is generally flat with a slight slope to the north west and north east, effective slopes within the site are
less than 5o.
ACCESS

Cradle Mountain Road, from the junction with Belvoir Road around 3 km north of the site offers alternative
routes to the west or east. Belvoir Road continues west for around 30km before intersecting with the
Murchison Highway and providing alternative routes north and south. Cradle Mountain Road continues east
then north for around 20km till an alternative access east is available via Cethana Road.
Discovery Park is accessed from Cradle Mountain Road by a single dual direction entry point 70m north of
the turn off to the Visitor Centre Carpark. The access also provides the access to other facilities to the south.
Access to accommodation sites is via a network of mainly one way roads, with boom gates operated by
keypad beyond the reception area carpark. There is no current vehicle linkage to adjacent sites, although a
number of disused and overgrowth tracks are present that do.
A four wheel drive accessible track runs from the PWS facilities to the south west of Discovery Park and
links to Speelers Plains tracks which run north to Belvoir Road which if upgraded could provide alternative
exit from the Valley.
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Buildings within the site are adjacent to existing and proposed access with the exception of the Boardwalk
Cabins, are located up to 100m from the nearest road access., they are within rainforest and therefore at a
marginally lower risk. Van sites and cabin are located on both sides of access, that is a large number of sites
are outside any road perimeter.

MITIGATION MEASURES

PWS have conducted fuel reduction burns to the north west (see map) over a number of years and plan to
continue this practices developing a mosaic of fuel loads These burns are 1-1.5km from the site, An existing
track runs approximately north south around 300-400m west of the development, accessed from the track
west to Speelers Plains, while ineffective as a fire break it provides access for backburning operations from
fire threat to the west and north west. The eastern portion of northern the northern boundary is cleared in the
vicinity of the hotel development.
Parks and Wildlife, in their Cradle Mountain Emergency Response Plan have field Staff on alert and Spotter
aircraft operate at FDR levels of High (12-24) and above. Fire crews and helicopters are prepositioned at
strategic locations at FDR rating Very High (38-50) and above.

BUSHFIRE THREAT

Bushfire under high fire danger conditions is most likely from the west to north quadrant, this area is has had
extensive fuel reduction on plains and limited access for human ignition sources. Belvoir Road, the main
route to the west is around 2km to the north, access tracks to Speelers Plains is around 2km to the west and
has infrequent traffic. Fire from this direction and to the south is likely to have reasonable warning times
before reaching the visitor area precinct. Large fires north/west may also impact Cradle Mountain Road by
smoke drift.
Fire occurring to the north east of the site has the potential to prevent Cradle Mountain Road being used
safely. As it provides the only two wheel drive access to the site , closure would prevent people leaving the
area even if not directly threatening the precinct immediately. Road closure may be either direct fire impact
or by smoke drift from fires to the west/northwest.t Land to the north of the visitor precinct on road verges is
grassland or sedge land, which while highly flammable will have a short burn time with a lower degree of
ongoing smoke that heavier fuel loads create. Temporary on-site refuge may be required at the Visitor
Centre Carpark (Nearby Safer Place), with a coordinated evacuation possibly being undertaken under
emergency services guidance.

NEARBY SAFER PLACE

In the event that road closure prevents the safe egress from the area, Cradle Mountain Visitor Centre is a
TFS designated Nearby Safer Place, it is located on Cradle Mountain Road 100m south of the Discovery
Park entrance, and around 250m from the reception/shop. The furthest new cabins will be around 1km from
the Cradle Mountain Visitor Centre.
Parks and Wildlife and Tasmania Fire Service are in the process of the reviewing the capacity of the Visitor
Centre carpark and surrounds to cater for growing numbers of visitors and staff. Current advice to Discovery
Parks has been that the Centre should remain the designated Nearby Safer Place.
The closest Offsite Nearby Safer Places are at Waratah (west via Belvoir Road, 53km) or Gowrie Park, (east
via Cradle Mountain Road, 39 km). Discovery Parks Devonport site, Tarleton Street, could also provide an
alternative off site refuge.
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ACCESS
The current and proposed access to the site is predominately one way traffic within the accommodation area with a single entry/exit point on Cradle
Mountain Road. Parking bays and brank roads offer multiple passing options and 2 way roads are 6m in width. Discovery Parks will investigate alternate
access point(s) during further planning stages. Discovery Parks is currently in negotiations with Parks and Wildlife Service on building staff accommodation
west of the existing accommodation area, the outcome this and negotiation with adjoining land owners to the north and east will determine how Discovery
Parks identifies the most feasible alternate access point. Potential access is shown on attached map( Figure 8). This access may be gated to prevent vehicular
access in non bushfire periods and require opening by staff. All the potential accesss shown provide pedestrian access to Cradle Mountain Road/ Visitor
Centre.
New access must comply with the relevant elements of Table E2 Access, Planning Directive No. 5.1 Bushfire-Prone Areas Code.
Table E2: Standards for Property Access

A.

B.

Column 1
Element
Property access length is less
than 30 metres; or access is
not required for a fire
appliance to access a water
connection point.
Property access length is 30
metres or greater; or access
for a fire appliance to a water
connection point.

Column
2
Requirement
There are no specified design and construction requirements.

The following design and construction requirements apply to property access:
(1) All-weather construction;
(2) Load capacity of at least 20 tonnes, including for bridges and culverts;
(3) Minimum carriageway width of 4 metres;
(4) Minimum vertical clearance of 4 metres;
(5) Minimum horizontal clearance of 0.5 metres from the edge of the carriageway;
(6) Cross falls of less than 3 degrees (1:20 or 5%);
(7) Dips less than 7 degrees (1:8 or 12.5%) entry and exit angle;
(8) Curves with a minimum inner radius of 10 metres;
(9) Maximum gradient of 15 degrees (1:3.5 or 28%) for sealed roads, and 10 degrees (1:5.5 or 18%)
for unsealed roads; and
(10) Terminate with a turning area for fire appliances provided by one of the following:
(a) A turning circle with a minimum inner radius of 10 metres; or
(b) A property access encircling the building; or
(c) A hammerhead “T” or “Y” turning head 4 metres wide and 8 metres long.
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C.

Property access length is 200
metres or greater.

The following design and construction requirements apply to property access:
(1) The Requirements for B above; and
(2) Passing bays of 2 metres additional carriageway width and 20 metres length provided every 200
metres.

D.

Property access length is
greater than 30 metres, and
access is provided to 3 or
more properties.

The following design and construction requirements apply to property access:
(1) Complies with Requirements for B above; and
(2) Passing bays of 2 metres additional carriageway width and 20 metres length must be provided every
100 metres.

FIRE FIGHTING WATER SUPPLY
The existing accommodation area is serviced by a reticulated supply in conjunction with other facilities in the precinct, the proposed development will be
serviced by a new reticulated supply from the Reuse storage system at the waste water treatment plant. This supply currently has a storage capacity of 144,000L
which is considered sufficient (96%) of the minimum reservoir size in in accordance with TasWater Supplement to Water Supply Code of Australia WSA 03 –
2011-3.1 MRWA 2nd Edition, section 2.9.1, noting that requirement would normally include domestic uses.
At least 4 additional hydrants will be required to provide coverage of all cabin buildings. New hydrants must meet the requirements of Table 4.3A. As with
current water supply points these should also be fitted with hose reels to allow fire suppression prior to arrival or in addition to fire appliances.
The Managers Residence, or any other habitable building if greater than 120m hose lay from existing or additional hydrants must have a 10,000 L static supply
in accordance with Table 4.3B
Table 4.3A Reticulated Water Supply for Fire Fighting.

A.

B.

Column 1
Element
Distance between
building area to be
protected and water
supply
Design criteria for fire
hydrants

Column 2
Requirement

The following requirements apply:
(1) The building area to be protected must be located within 120 metres of a fire hydrant; and
(2) The distance must be measured as a hose lay, between the water connection point and the furthest part
of the building area.
The following requirements apply:
(1) Fire hydrant system must be designed and constructed in accordance with TasWater Supplement to
Water Supply Code of Australia WSA 03 – 2011-3.1 MRWA Edition 2.0; and
(2) Fire hydrants are not installed in parking areas.
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C.

Hardstand

A hardstand area for fire appliances must be provided:
(1) No more than three metres from the hydrant, measured as a hose lay;
(2) No closer than six metres from the building area to be protected;
(3) With a minimum width of three metres constructed to the same standard as the carriageway; and
(4) Connected to the property access by a carriageway equivalent to the standard of the property access.

Table 4.3B Static Water Supply for Fire fighting

A.

B.

Column
1
Element
Distance between
building area to be
protected and water
supply
Static Water Supplies

Column 2
Requirement
The following requirements apply:
a) The building area to be protected must be located within 90 metres of the water connection point of a
static water supply; and
b) The distance must be measured as a hose lay, between the water connection point and the furthest part
of the building area.
A static water supply:
a) May have a remotely located offtake connected to the static water supply;
b) May be a supply for combined use (fire fighting and other uses) but the specified minimum quantity of fire
fighting water must be available at all times;
c) Must be a minimum of 10,000 litres per building area to be protected. This volume of water must not be
used for any other purpose including fire fighting sprinkler or spray systems;
d) Must be metal, concrete or lagged by non-combustible materials if above ground; and
e) If a tank can be located so it is shielded in all directions in compliance with Section 3.5 of AS 3959-2009,
the tank may be constructed of any material provided that the lowest 400 mm of the tank exterior is
protected by:
(i) metal;
(ii) non-combustible material; or
(iii) fibre-cement a minimum of 6 mm thickness.
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C.

D.

Fittings, pipework and
accessories (including
stands and tank
supports)

Fittings and pipework associated with a water connection point for a static water supply must:
(a) Have a minimum nominal internal diameter of 50mm;
(b) Be fitted with a valve with a minimum nominal internal diameter of 50mm;
(c) Be metal or lagged by non-combustible materials if above ground;
(d) Where buried, have a minimum depth of 300mm (compliant with AS/NZS 3500.1-2003 Clause 5.23);
(e) Provide a DIN or NEN standard forged Storz 65 mm coupling fitted with a suction washer for
connection to fire fighting equipment;
(f) Ensure the coupling is accessible and available for connection at all times;
(g) Ensure the coupling is fitted with a blank cap and securing chain (minimum 220 mm length);
Ensure underground tanks have either an opening at the top of not less than 250 mm diameter or a coupling
compliant with this Table; and
a) Where a remote offtake is installed, ensure the offtake is in a position that is:
(i) Visible;
(ii) Accessible to allow connection by fire fighting equipment;
(iii) At a working height of 450 – 600mm above ground level; and
(h) Protected from possible damage, including damage by vehicles
Signage for static water
(1) The water connection point for a static water supply must be identified by a sign permanently fixed to
connections
the exterior of the assembly in a visible location. The sign must comply with: Water tank signage
requirements within AS 2304-2011 Water storage tanks for fire protection systems; or
(2) The following requirements:
(a) Be marked with the letter “W” contained within a circle with the letter in upper case of not less
than 100 mm in height;
(b) Be in fade-resistant material with white reflective lettering and circle on a red background;
(c) Be located within one metre of the water connection point in a situation which will not impede
access or operation; and
Be no less than 400 mm above the ground.
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E.

Hardstand

A hardstand area for fire appliances must be provided:
(1) No more than three metres from the water connection point, measured as a hose lay (including
the minimum water level in dams, swimming pools and the like);
(2) No closer than six metres from the building area to be protected;
(3) With a minimum width of three metres constructed to the same standard as the carriageway; and
(4) Connected to the property access by a carriageway equivalent to the standard of the property
access.
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BUILDING SETBACKS: BAL RATING

The existing accommodation cabins and van sites within Discovery Park are built in close proximity to
forest, a continuation of this situation is proposed for new developments. The accommodation will in most
cases be Flame Zone Rated, that is less than 12m to forest, including facades adjacent to access roads.
Bushfire Attack Level (BAL)
BAL-Low

Predicted Bushfire Attack & Exposure Level
Insufficient risk to warrant specific construction requirements

BAL-12.5

Ember attack, radiant heat below 12.5kW/m²

BAL-19

Increasing ember attack and burning debris ignited by windborne
embers together with increasing heat flux between 12.5-19kW/m²

BAL-29

Increasing ember attack and burning debris ignited by windborne
embers together with increasing heat flux between 19-29kW/m²
Increasing ember attack and burning debris ignited by windborne
embers together with increasing heat flux between 29-40kW/m²
Direct exposure to flames radiant heat and embers from the fire
front

BAL-40
BAL-FZ

Setback Distances to vegetation classes

Vegetation Type
BAL
BAL
Low
BAL
12.5

Slope
all slopes
upslopes and flat
Downslope 0 -

BAL19

5o

upslopes and flat
Downslope 0 - 5o

BAL29

upslopes and flat
Downslope 0 - 5o

BAL 40

upslopes and flat
Downslope 0 - 5o

BAL FZ

all slopes

Tussock
Moorland

Grassland

Rainforest

Scrub

Woodland

Forest

100m

50m

100m

100m

100m

100m

20m
23m
14m
16m
9m
10m
7m
8m
0m

14m
16m
10m
11m
6m
7m
5m
5m
0m

14m
17m
9m
12m
6m
8m
5m
6m
0m

27m
31m
19m
22m
13m
15m
10m
11m
0m

22m
26m
15m
18m
10m
12m
7m
9m
0m

32m
38m
23m
27m
16m
19m
12m
14m
0m
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HAZARD MANAGEMENT AREAS
Hazard Management Areas (HMA) are the area between a habitable building and bushfireprone vegetation, which provides access to a fire front for fire fighting, which is maintained in a
minimal fuel condition and in which there are no other hazards present which will significantly
contribute to the spread of a bushfire.
Spacing between the majority of proposed cabins is around 10m, to achieve hazard
management areas at BAL 29 would require clearing of forest to at least 16m, with 19m
required down slopes (0-5o). There is limited scope to allow lower fuel rated vegetation
between buildings, for example “scrub” vegetation which would occur if only trees are
removed would still require at least 13m separation from buildings, A situation where a
reduced canopy cover and grassy understorey was created and would be classed as
“woodland” would require at least 10m separation from buildings.
If applied to the current proposed locations the overlapping HMA’s would create a 4,5ha
clearing between 70 and 130m wide. This is contrary to the intended ambience of
accommodation in a forest setting and contrary to the Cradle Gateway Specific Area Plan
(Interim Kentish Planning Scheme 2013) which has a maximum 6m vegetation clearance from
buildings as an acceptable solution. The above figures are for HMA’s on proposed cabin
buildings only, existing buildings and existing and proposed van sites are not included. Addition
of van sites requiring HMA’s would substantially increase the clearing requirement in the south
east portion of the development.
Providing HMA’s for BAL 29 construction and retaining some screening between cabins could
be achieved by a greatly reduced density. For example, providing 2x 16m HMA’s and a 10m
vegetated “forest” screen and would mean at least 42m between cabins. To achieve a similar
cabin count would significantly increase the area impacted and the roading and water supply
infrastructure requirements. The serration distance may be able to reduce as 10m strips with
large gaps would not pose the same threat level as contiguous of forest canopy.
Increasing construction requirements to a higher BAL rating would only slightly reduce the area
of vegetation clearance, with minimum setback to forest for BAL 40 being 12m rather than 16m
for BAL 29.

SITE PREPAREDNESS AND TRAINING
STAFF NUMBERS

Current staff numbers for Discovery Park are 8.5 FTE, which is anticipated to rise to 16FTE on
completion of development (2026). Once all stages are constructed and operational a minimum
of 4 staff will be on site 24hrs/7days with staff numbers fluctuating during business hours
between 8 and 16 dependent on occupancy rates. A minimum 1 chief warden and 1 warden are
on site at all times.
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STAFF TRAINING

Staff are trained in all aspects of Discover Park Emergency Management Plan during induction.
All staff are trained in fire management response with refresher training carried out prior to bush
fire season each year. Staff have the capability to undertake initial attack of fires within the site
using hose reels connected to hydrant system. All managers are trained as either chief wardens
or wardens. Evacuations simulations are carried out at least once a year.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE

The training, roles, responsibilities and actions are covered in the following sections the Sites
Emergency Management Plan.
EMP Section
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
15

Title
Incident Escalation Map
Emergency Team Training and Identification
Emergency Response Team Responsibilities
Incident response
Incident response Procedure
Evacuation Procedure
Lockdown Procedure
Fire Structural
Action Plan for Structural Fires
EMP p 26
16 Fire Bush
Action Plan for Bushfire
EMP p 35

PATRONS BRIEFING AND NOTIFICATIONS

Patrons are to be advised at check in of any fire restriction that are in place, notification systems
evacuation procedures and nearby safer places.
On direction form Park or Regional Management incoming patrons are notified via SMS and
direct phone calls, Discovery Parks has bulk texting capabilities. The site has airhorns and
megaphones are available to staff.
FIRE SEASON PREPARATION / MAINTENANCE
Liase with PWS and Cradle Mountain stakeholder groups/ businesses re preparations and procedures
for upcoming fire season
Fire management response training / refresher for all staff
Schedule and practice evacuation procedures
Check all hydrants/hose reels, repair as required
Install and regularly check fire alarms/smoke detectors
Maintain fire vehicle access roads
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Maintain fire safety equipment
Monitor and maintain gas storage and other flammable chemicals
Prepare an emergency kit which includes a battery powered radio, spare batteries, a torch, first aid kit
and a copy of your emergency management plan
Regularly clean gutters, downpipes and drains for blockages
Remove fallen limbs, leaf & bark from roofs, gutters and around buildings
Keep storage and waste dumping points areas free from excessive build-up
Minimise storage of petroleum fuels
Ensure movable vans are maintained in a movable state
Keep an up to date residents and guest list to be used in the case of evacuations

BUSHFIRE PROVISIONS
Ideally visitor accommodation is provided with protection in construction requirements and
Hazard Management Area at BAL 12.5 or lower. Buildings assessed at above BAL 29 (BAL 40 or
BAL FZ) are not compliant with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Requirements of the Directors
Determination – Requirements for Building in Bushfire-Prone Areas and must be approved by
Tasmania Fire Service under performance based solutions, these require adequate safe guards
and the consideration of bushfire risk and mitigation. Performance Solution involving BAL-40 or
BAL-FZ development will only be supported by TFS where the exposure of people and buildings
to increased risk cannot reasonably be avoided and where a tolerable risk outcome is
demonstrated.
On the assumption that construction to BAL 40 or lower would entail an unacceptable vegetation
clearing levels and destroy the ambience of the proposed facilities. A performance-based
solution where buildings are considered sacrificial and planning is in place to evacuate staff and
patrons before bushfire approaches may be considered. This would require a stringently adhered
to Emergency Plan that minimises the risk to the large number of vulnerable patrons at the site.
With park buildings being considered Flame Zone and sacrificial in the event of a bushfire,
construction to at least BAL 12.5 standards is recommended to provide some level of protection
from ember attack but not direct heat. Access and water supply provisions should remain as
minimum requirements. The Mangers Residence is less likely to be considered sacrificial and
should be constructed to BAL 29 with appropriate hazard Management Area.
The primary focus should be to minimise the numbers of people at risk, though early warning of
incoming patrons to stay away from the site and leaving the area under potential threat as soon
as possible. This will require the cooperation of multiple agencies and business, both in
providing early alerts to accommodation businesses such as Discovery Parks and informing
patrons as many will not be onsite within Discovery Park during the day. Discovery Parks has
the provision for bulk text messaging and airhorns.
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EMERGENCY PLANNING
EXISTING EMERGENCY PLANS

Discovery Parks have an Emergency Management Plan for the site, the template was approved
on 18/5/2019 and is reviewed annually. The Plan includes sections on fire both for Bush and
Structural fires along with other risks to health, safety and welfare of people. The Bushfire
Section of the Plan is attached as Appendix 3.
The wider area is Cradle Valley Emergency Management Plan (version 5, March 2019, see
appendix 4) issued by Mersey Leven Management Committee and endorsed by Cradle Valley
Emergency Committee. This plan describes the emergency management governance,
prevention and mitigation, preparedness and recovery arrangements for Cradle Valley.
Parks and Wildlife Service have an Emergency Response Plan for Cradle Mountain, (2017
version attached as Appendix 5). This deals with the communities, assets and infrastructure
associated with the Cradle Valley and includes freehold land as well as Cradle mountain- Lake
St Clair National Park.
Tasmania Fire Service have developed a Community Bushfire Protection Plan for Cradle Valley
Area (2013), this plan identifies the Visitor Centre Area, 3845 Cradle Mountain Road as a
Nearby Safer Place. The capacity of the Visitor Centre to accommodate growing numbers of
visitors is under review. The Emergency Plan endorsement will be highly dependant on
provision of adequate Nearby Safer Place within the Cradle Valley in the instance visitors
cannot evacuate due to road closure. This review will be The Cradle Mountain Fire Station is
located at Pencil Pine, 3km south of Discovery Park.
The actions from these Emergency Plans is summarised below.
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FIRE PREPAREDNESS AND ACTION SUMMARY

Fire Danger Rating Based
Parks and Wildlife
Service

(Cradle Mountain Emergency Response Plan)
Forest Fire Danger index

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

24 -38
12 -24 FFDI (High
38- 50 FFDI (VH FDR) or TFB for
>50 FFDI (Severe, Extreme or
FFDI (VH
FDR)
NW
Catastrophic FDR)
FDR)
PWS staff on alert
Spotter Flight coordinated by the PWS Fire Duty Officer with Forestry Tasmania;
Provide appropriate advice to visitors
PWS Fire fighters prepositioned
PWS Helicopter prepositioned

Total Fire Ban
(Severe, Extreme or Catastrophic
FDR)

Prepare plans, media releases and notifications for closures;
Prepare plans, media releases and notifications for Evacuation;
Visitor centre staff notified;
Provide appropriate advice to visitors;
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Alert Level Based
PWS

Discovery Parks Emergency Plan: Bushfire
Actions
1. Advise all staff and patrons of any potential fire
threat. (Notice should include reference given by local
fire authority)

Bushfire Warnings

Advice

General information and
developments

2. Site/Park Manager should consult with the Regional
Operations Manager as to any action currently necessary
or potential future action that may be required.
3. Should a person wish to leave, then advise that they
should monitor local fire warnings
Senior officer on the ground to advise 1. Contact the Regional Operations Manager or
Cradle Mountain stakeholder groups/
Adelaide Support Office and advise that the site/park
businesses as to want is happening and
may need to be evacuated
initial threat assessment:

Watch and Act

a fire is approaching you. Conditions
are changing, and you need to start
taking action now to protect your
life and your family

(a) notification by phone or organised
managers meeting;
b) Recommend that they implement
their business’s emergency or bushfire
response plans;

2. Ensure all staff and patrons receive prompt and
adequate communication about the fire via one or more
of the following mechanisms
3. All persons should make a decision to prepare to
leave or leave if safe to do so
4. If decision to evacuate now is made, enact Lockdown
Procedures only if time permits and if safe to do so,
otherwise leave immediately
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5. Staff including Site/Park Manager and Chief Warden
are to leave in a timely manner and go to a safe place.
Ensure the safe place of refuge is communicated to the
Regional Operations Manager.
1. On a High Fire Risk day(s), patrons/occupants should
be advised of the fire rating/warning

Emergency
Warning

2. Upon receiving an Emergency Warning from state
emergency service(s) all workers and patrons/occupants
are to be advised of the need to evacuate the site/park

You are in immediate danger and
need to take action immediately.
You will be impacted by the fire

3. All people must leave the site/park in a direction that
is away from the fire front and/or as instructed by
emergency services
4. Site/Park Manager is to lockdown the site/park (if
time permits), leave the site/park and head to a safe
place of refuge

Summary/ Action Flags
Advice to Discovery Park and all Cradle Businesses/visitors at 38- 50 FFDI (VH FDR) or Total Fire Bab for North West Tasmania. PWS will
preposition fire crews and helicopters.
Advice to Discovery Park and all Cradle Businesses/by PWS at Alert Level, Discovery Park to advise all staff and patrons. Evacuation
considered at Watch and Act level at latest.
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PROPOSED FIRE PREPAREDNESS AND ACTIONS

Trigger(s)

Prior to Bushfire
Season

Bushfire Season

Fire Activity in
surrounding area
(smoke)
Instructed to evacuate
by PWS/TFS/Tas
Police.
Watch and Act Alert
issued or Very High or
above Fire Conditions
forecast
Fire in surrounding
areas and Very High
Fire Conditions
forecast
Fire in surrounding
areas and Severe Fire
Conditions forecast

Actions
Staff training/refresher
Undertake Evacuations simulation
Site Maintenance
Liase with PWS and Cradle Mountain stakeholder groups/ businesses re
preparations and procedures for upcoming fire season
Cradle Discover Duty Manager and Regional Manger to monitor Fire Danger
Ratings
Monitor ABC radio or alert.tas.gov.au/resources/pages/default.aspx
Guests are to be advised at check in of any fire restriction that are in place,
notification systems, evacuation procedures and nearby safer places.
Cradle Discover Duty Manager to contact PWS for advice on situation
Duty Manager/ Chief Warden to ensure all staff evacuated to site nominated in
instruction
Cradle Discover Duty Manager and Regional Manger Monitor Bushfire Alerts,
Review Emergency Plans and ensure staff aware of procedures.
Alert incoming guests of fire danger ratings and procedures. (SMS and direct
phone calls)
Ensure all guests aware of potential threat and procedures via SMS and direct
phone calls. Advise guest to monitor ABC radio for alerts
Preparation for evacuation begun in case its needed (Duty Manager/ Chief
Warden)
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Fire in surrounding
areas and Severe Fire
Conditions forecast
Fire in surrounding
areas and Extreme
Fire Conditions
forecast
Fire in surrounding
areas and
Catastrophic Fire
Conditions forecast

Evacuating guests offsite (out of Cradle Valley) if safe to do so, otherwise
evacuate to nearby safer place (Visitor Centre carpark).

Duty Manager/ Chief Warden to ensure all staff evacuated.

Duty Manager/ Chief Warden to ensure all staff evacuated
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Action in case of Fire
The emergency response to fire within the facility is covered the Action Plan for Structural Fires (EMP p26), this covers maintenance and
preparation actions, actions during and after the event. Action during a fire include measures to protect staff and patrons and also provide first
attack capabilities by staff if safe to do so pending arrival of fire fighting crews

During fire

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Structural
Call the Fire Services on triple zero (000) and notify
the Site/Park Manager
If a threat to life exists, evacuate immediately,
closing all doors
Alert all persons nearby and request assistance
Assist any person in immediate danger (only if safe
to do so)
Open access boom gates and any other emergency
access gates
Close the door on the fire to contain the spread
(only if safe to do so)
Turn off all electricity (only if safe to do so)
Shut off gas cylinders (only if safe to do so)
Extinguish the fire (only if safe to do so)
Check that all areas have been cleared
Control and maintain the movement of occupants
to the emergency assembly area
Check your guest register and ensure all residents
are accounted for

1

Bushfire
Call triple zero (000) if there is an immediate threat of
fire

2

Monitor Bush Fire Alerts TAS Alert – alert.tas.gov.au

4

Implement bush fire survival plan

5

Commence property protection only if safe to do so

6

Under extreme bushfire conditions, take refuge in a
safe place until the fire front passes

7

Stay in regular contact with your manager

8
9
10
11

Notify staff (on and off duty)
Notify all residents/guests
Notify forward booking guests
Control and maintain the movement of people

12 If advised to evacuate, leave immediately
• Ensure everyone has evacuated
• Turn off gas, water and electricity mains
• Lockdown site/park if time permits
• Take the emergency kit with you
Open boom gates and emergency access gates and
13
leave open
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After fire
1

Prior to giving the ALL CLEAR the Chief Warden is
to seek clarification from emergency services if
there is any structural compromise of any
building/structure

1

Ensure that nobody re-enters the site/park until
emergency services has informed the Chief Warden
that it is safe to do so

2

Chief Warden (with assistance) is to check Firefighting equipment is in operational condition

2

Prior to giving the ALL CLEAR the Chief Warden is
to seek clarification from emergency services if
there is any structural compromise to any
building/structure

3

Do not enter or allow others to enter any
buildings that have been damaged by fire

3

Chief Warden (with assistance) is to check firefighting equipment is in operational condition

4

Ensure sites/park is safe before giving the ALL
CLEAR. In some cases, the ALL CLEAR may need to
come from an Emergency Services Officer.

5

Monitor for any flare ups and extinguish if safe to
do so

6

Make a list and take photo evidence of damaged
property and record in HIMS
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CONCLUSIONS
Management on the site should include removal of debris from around buildings and rooves, maintenance
of access and fire fighting infrastructure. There are no designated Hazard Management Areas around
buildings, with retained vegetation in the site being within Flame Zone of proposed buildings. Construction
of habitable buildings with the site should meet at least BAL 12.5 standards.
New Access within the site must comply with the relevant elements of Table E2 Access, Planning Directive
No. 5.1 Bushfire-Prone Areas Code. A second access/exit point to the Discovery Park site will be established
prior to construction of habitable buildings. The final location of the access to be investigated and determine
the most feasible option(s).
The existing reticulated water supply utilised to provide fire fighting only reticulated supply, and new
hydrants must meet the requirements of Table 4, Planning Directive No. 5.1 Bushfire-Prone Areas Code. With
the exception that the supply resivoir may be of a total volume of 144 kL rather than the 150kL as required
under. Hydrant points must also have live reels installed.
Emergency Plans for the site must be endorsed/certified by Tasmania Fire Service prior to Building Approval
for construction of new habitable buildings and updated annually. Staff must be trained in Emergency
Response including structural and bush fire suppression at induction with annual refresher courses. Patrons
are to be advised at check in of any fire restriction that are in place, notification systems, evacuation procedures
and nearby safer places.

COMPLIANCE SCHEDULE
Requirement

Compliance

4.1 Construction

•

•
4.2 Property
Access

•
•

4.3 Water supply
for firefighting

•
•

BAL 12.5 Standard (AS 3959-2009) for all cabins and any other
building with 6m of a habitable building, to be endorsed by TFS
prior to Building Approval.
BAL 29 Standards (AS 3959-2009) for Mangers residence.
(deemed to satisfy)
Compliant with Element B of Table 4.2 (deemed to
satisfy)
Alternative Access to be endorsed by Tasmania fire
Service prior to Building approval. (Emergency Plan
requirement)
Reticulated water supply and hydrants, compliant with
Table 4.3A, TFS endorsement of storage volume required
If installed Static water supplies must be compliant with all
Elements of Table 4.3B. (deemed to satisfy)

4.4 Hazard
Management
Area

•

4.5 Emergency
Plan

To be endorsed by Tasmania Fire Service prior to Building Approval
Subject to review of capacity of Cradle Visitors Centre as Nearby Safer
Place.

•

Hazard Management Area for Mangers Residence o be
compliant with Element A of Table 4.4 (deemed to satisfy)
Hazard Management Areas for cabins to be endorsed by TFS
prior to Building Approval
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APPENDIX 1 – MAPS

Figure 1: Location
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Figure 2: Aerial Image
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Figure 3: Proposed Site Plan: Cradle Mountain
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Figure 4:Vegetation Flammability Map
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Figure 5: Fire History
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Figure 6: aerial image showing clearing required for HMA at BAL29

Note: the above image depicts HMA for proposed buildings only, existing buildings and existing and proposed van sites are not included.
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Figure 7: Reuse Water Supply
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Figure 8: Current and proposed Access
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Figure 9: Off site Refuges
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APPENDIX 2 – PHOTO

Figure 10: typical access

Figure 11: typical current cabin with adjacent vegetation, fire hydrant/hose reel
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Figure 12: existing van site

Figure 13: existing hydrant / hose reel
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Figure 14L northern boundary with hotel complex

Figure 15 typical forest structure on site
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APPENDIX3–BUSHFIREHAZARDMANAGEMENTPLAN:
DRAFT.CertifiedPlan tobe inserted after endorsement byTasmaniaFireService.
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APPENDIX4–BUSHFIREEMERGENCYPLAN
Tobe inserted after endorsementbyTasmaniaFireService

APPENDIX5–FORM55
Tobe inserted after endorsementbyTasmaniaFireServiceofBHMPandEmergencyPlan
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